Many people think that zebras and horses are the same animal. One similarity is that both of them are fast as a car. One difference is that zebras live in a herd. My second similarity is they both have hooves. A second difference is that there are only three types of zebra when there are many different types of horse. Lastly, they both eat grass. But, zebras nibble and horses graze. And that is the similarities and differences of zebras and horses.

Taina
I'm going to tell you how horses and zebras are alike, and I'm going to tell you how they are different. It said in the text that, "The zebra is a member of the same animal family as horses and donkeys." I also read that horses and zebras both like to nibble on grasses, but a horse can eat 25 pounds (11.35 kilograms) of grass in one day! The author also stated that, "Horses have shorter hair on their bodies and longer hair on their necks and tails. The long neck hair is called a mane." and for zebras have a short, stiff mane, but horses have longer manes than the zebra. Baby horses are called foals and that baby zebras are called colts. I read that light horses can run up to 40 miles per hour, zebras can reach up to 50 miles, so zebras are obviously faster. The author stated that, "Zebras live in herds as large as 200,000." I read that the heavy horse in the strongest horse and it stands 6 feet tall! Horses come in different colors. Appaloosas are red spotted horses, and Palominos are golden with white manes, and Blacks are brown with black legs. Zebras live in Africa and have black and white stripes. Like a person's fingerprints, a zebra is one of a kind. Another thing that is the same about
them is that they are both mammals. Obviously horses and zebras are two very wonderful animals. So I think more about these wonderful animals. I think that horses and zebras are extraordinary animals.
I am going to tell you why horses and zebras are different. One way horses and zebras are different is because horses carry heavy loads and people. My second reason is zebras only have striped black and white fur but horses have different patterned fur. Third, horses can only run up to 40 miles per hour but a zebra can run up to 50 miles per hour. Fourth, horses can live up to 20-30 years old but a zebras can only live up to 15-20 years old. So those are the reasons why horses and zebras are different.

Now I am going to tell you about how horses and zebras are the same. First, horses and zebras both have hooves on their feet. Second, they both drink milk from their mothers. Third, horses and zebras are both native to Africa. Fourth, zebras and horses are both herbivores so that means they only eat plants. So these are some reasons why horses and zebras are the same.

Max
Horses and Zebras

Horses and zebras are interesting animals. They have many differences, but they are also very much alike too.

According to the text, horses have short hair on their bodies. But on the back of their necks and tails, the hair is a lot longer. That is almost the same with zebras. They have short hair on their bodies and longer on the back of their necks and tails. On the zebras' neck, the longer hair sticks straight up. Zebras are white with black stripes.

The author stated that horses have long, slender legs that can take the horse up to 40 mph. They make super great racehorses! A zebra has to be fast to outrun his or her enemies. Zebras can reach the speed of 50 mph. That's as fast as a car can travel!

One detail from the text is there are three different types of zebras. There are a couple different types of horses. Some of the kinds of horses are the Appaloosas, which
are red, spotted horses. The Palominos, that are golden with light manes. And Bays, which are brown with black legs. And the three zebras are the Grevy's zebra, the mountain zebra, and the plains zebra.

Horses and zebras are way cool and interesting animals. They can be different in many ways, and the same in many ways.
HORSES AND ZEBRAS

Have you ever gone to the zoo and wondered how zebras and horses are alike and different I have. Well there are many different ways how zebras are alike and different. First of all, when zebras are born they are called colts and horses are called foals. Next, there are only three types of zebras and horses. In the text is said, “There are three types of zebras which are, a Grevy’s zebra, a mountain zebra, and the plains zebra. Plus, the three types of horses are, Ponies, Light horses, and heavy horses.” Also zebra’s and horse’s manes are different. In the text in said that “Zebras have thick short manes and then horses have long and thin manes.” Another thing how zebras and horses are alike is they are in the same family. That is probably why they look the same. Also zebras and horses are different colors. In the text it said, “Horses come in different colors such as red spotted, golden with light manes, and brown with black legs.” Also some horses are
bigger than zebras. Usually, zebras grow to be about as big as medium size horses. Also Zebras have stripes and horses don’t. Did you know that a zebra’s strips are one – of – a – kind? Also horses live a little bit longer than zebras. In the text it stated, Zebras can live to 15 to 20 years and a horse can live up to 20 to 30 years. Plus, horses and zebras are called different things. In the text it stated, Male horses are called stallions and females are called mares and as I said a baby horse is a foal. Another thing why zebras and horses are alike is because they are alike is they are both really fast. According to the text it said, Horses can run up to 40 miles an hour. That is about how fast cars go. Also zebras can out run their enemy, they can reach their top speed of 50 miles an hour. That is 10 miles faster than a horse, but a horse can still run as fast as a car. Well as you can see there are many ways how zebras and horses and alike and different.
Zebras and Horses are alike in a lot of ways. First, they are in the same family. Second, both baby’s drink their mother’s milk for a short time period. Third, they both have difference in them. Zebras have different stripes and horses have different colors for example Appaloosas are red-spotted horses. Fourth, they both graze for grass.

Horses and Zebras have a lot of difference in them. First, Zebras you don’t ride and horses you do ride. Second, horses are normally tamed and Zebras are almost only tamed in zoos. Third, horses have made humans lives easier because they can pull heavy things and Zebras just graze or move to another spot.

Joshua
Horses have stronger legs than a zebra they can live 20 to 30 years old.

What is the same about them is they have hooves and there family.

Zebras are the medeium size as a horse. They live up to 20 years. They are endangerd.

Matthew
HORSES AND ZEBRAS

Horses and zebras are alike and different. Horses are tamed animals, unlike zebras roam free in Africa. The author stated Horses live in many places in the world. According to the text there are three kinds of horses, ponies, light horses, and heavy horses, there are three kinds of zebras, Grevys, the mountain zebra, and the plains zebra. Stated from the text I learned both animals are in the same family. Because the text stated Horses have short fur on its body and long hair on its neck it’s called a mane and it has long hair on its tail, and the same with zebras. Stated in the text I learned ponies are the smallest kind of horse, the light horse are taller and bigger than ponies and they can carry bigger loads, the heavy horse is bigger and taller than any other horse and can carry more
loads than any other horse. Zebras live in the plains in packs up to 200,000.

In conclusion, I think that they are more unalike than alike.
The way I think that Horses and Zebras are alike and different for my second paragraph I will talk about how they are different and the same.

Zebras and Horses are different in these ways. First Horses are domesticated and Zebras are wild animals next Horses are trained to carry people and heavy lodes that we humans can't carry alone. Now Horses have stutter backs because people have trained them for thousands and thousands of years of having horses they have evolved over time to have a stronger back that can hold people. For one of my final reasons it's about the Horses' mane is long but the Zebra's mane is short. Now for my second to last reason for the different side of looking at the subject it's how they eat the Horses eat 25 pounds a day and the Zebras nibble there food. For my last different reason is the Zebras are from Africa and they are hunted for there meat and skin. For my first same reason they both belong to the same family. They both have hooves not feet. They are both as fast as a car can go. They are both about the same size. When they were born they both drank there mom's milk.

For those reasons Zebras and Horses are both different and the same. At the same time.

Rae gan